
A Liqueur With a Complete Taste 
This original liqueur combining espresso coffee and Varnelli is a ready-
made version of a typical drink that has always been popular in the 
italian Marche region: the “calzolaro”. 

To The Eye
Amber colour, with orange 
highlights, transparent.

On The Nose
Aromas of aniseed 
and coffee, underlined by 
an attractive combination 
of caramel, dried fruits,  
almonds, hazelnuts, 
cocoa, apricot-stone. 

On The Palate
Pleasantly sweet; the 
harmonious combination 
of aniseed and coffee is 
dominant and warming to 
the mouth. The finish is 
marked by delicate notes 
of aniseed, coffee, and 
eggnog.

For more taste serve it in...

Small dark chocolate glasses



Adesso
Alcoholic strength
33% vol

Serving Suggestions
It is an excellent 
accompaniment to dessert. 
It can also be mixed with dark 
soda ingredients such as 
‘chinotto’, Coke or ginger ale.

It is delicious both neat 
and iced or topped with a 
layer of cream. It is a basic 
ingredient for lacing the 
coffee ice cream and for

shaked coffee. Serve in the 
dark chocolate ‘Cicchetto’ 
or heated as grog to 
surprise your guests.

Some Recipes
Adesso White 

4 cl Adesso
2 cl Milk cream

Pour 4 cl of Adesso in 
an ‘old-fashioned’ glass, 
top with a layer of partly 
whipped cream.

Adesso Coffee

2 cl Adesso
1,5 cl Milk cream
3,5 cl Espresso (1 cup of 
coffee, not too strong)
1 Tsp cane sugar

In an Irish coffee glass, 
mix the cane sugar in hot 
coffee, add Adesso and top 
with the cream.

Shaked Coffee

1,5 cl Adesso
1,5 cl Vanilla sugar
1 Cup of hot espresso

In a shaker with crystal ice. 
Garnish as you like.

Dessert Suggestion
White truffle ice with Adesso

Packaging product ean code carton ean code bottles per carton layers on pallet

100 cl bottles 80649960 12 3  x  9    cartons

70 cl bottles 80649977 8 006525000152 12 3  x 12   cartons

50 cl bottles 80649984 18 3  x  7    cartons

10 cl flasks 60 3  x  9    cartons

10 cl flasks with box 60 3  x  9    cartons

10 cl flasks, counter package x 10

3 cl miniature bottles 100 4  x  17  cartons

3 cl miniature bottles with box 100 4  x  17  cartons

3 cl miniature bottles, counter package x 20

3 cl miniature bottles, package x 30 8 006525000053 120 (4 packages x carton) 6  x  6    cartons
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